Press News- July 2021
Mr. Trent DiGulio - National Producer Achieves Multiple Film Awards

July 2021

(Dallas, Texas) – Trent Di Giulio, of Lead Star Studios, and Director of National & International Media
Development for Alchemy Creative Inc., won a prestigious Winner Award’s, 2 Global Film Competition
1 International and 1 LA Honorable Mention in recognition of Excellence in filmmaking.
The awards were given for Di Giulio’s Director / Producer roles in the exciting Documentary Short,
Alamogordo, Center of the World, Trinity 1945, which outlines the history of Trinity Site and the testing
of the world’s first Atomic Bomb in Alamogordo, NM. The film features exceptional new information
and video footage found in historic archives.
These Multiple wins recognize film, television,
videography and new media professionals who
demonstrate exceptional achievement in craft
and creativity, and those who produce standout
entertainment or contribute to profound social
change.
Entries are judged by highly qualified
professionals in the film and television industry.
25 Time Award winning show projects
producer/director, 3-time International Award
Winner, and Documentary producer Mr. Di
Giulio has extensive national production
experience in the Film and Television business.
Trent Di Giulio also led CAT-Studios as its
founder to the forefront of high-end 3D
animation, 2D animation, and special effects
along with Stereo 3D work, making the studio a
premier animation studio in the Central US.
With Di Giulio's vision boutique, the company
started as the first high-end house in the United
States.
Alchemy Creative President, Richard James
quoted “We are extremely fortunate to have
Trent on the Alchemy ingenuity team, his work
is stellar, and his vision is clearly an asset in the
development and rebranding of Adventures of
Elements.”
Safe Harbor Statement
About Alchemy Creative Incorporated
Alchemy Creative Inc. (ALMY OTC-Pink) is a trending microcap company traded over the counter with
a newly directed purpose of effecting merger, amalgamation, share exchange, asset acquisition, share
purchase, reorganization, or other similar business combinations with one or more businesses as a
continuum on its growth trajectory.

Adventures of Elements (AoE) is a wholly owned Alchemy subsidiary focused on the market of
nanotechnology development, manufacturing, and related product commercialization.
Safe Harbor Statement
This release may contain statements that are forward looking. Such statements are made based upon
current expectations that are subject to risk and uncertainty. ALMY does not undertake to update
forward-looking statements in this news release to reflect actual results of and changes in assumptions or
changes in other factors affecting such forward-looking information. The actual plans and results of the
companies could differ significantly from such forward-looking statements.
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